We don’t know how strong we are, until being strong is the only choice we have.
2 Years Ago We had an Idea ... an Idea to Create an Awareness Ribbon
... and so it began

We started with a blank canvas ...
A blank canvas that IP has now painted with Unity, Meaning, Hope, and Love

**Light tips for the research still needed, hypopigmentation and all the unknowns**
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Orange and White text represent the Nemo Gene responsible for IP and the strength we find
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**Flowers for hope and remembrance**
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Tans and browns with marbling symbolize the many nationalities and hyperpigmentation

Movement from dark to light colors represent past medical advancements to areas research is still needed
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**Powerful Meanings Held Dearly in Our Hearts**

Comments Made and Original Submissions Received
All Combined and Brought Together Into One Ribbon
Filled with Purity, Complexity and Beauty

Created by Everyone Named Above, A Selected Ribbon Team of Members,
Tony PatchesandDecals Curiale
&
The Incontinentia Pigmenti International Foundation

Proudly Announced to the Public April 01, 2014